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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Thank you very much for letting me contribute to this manuscript. Whereas the negative

aspect of routine CXR has been studied in postoperative patients, clinical judgement

on COVID patients are controversial topic in this pandemic era. The authors' scientific

perspective should be evaluated properly. I suppose the consensus of not taking

unnecessary CXR is self-evident. Many previous studies have shown that routine CXR

after cardiac surgeries are unnecessary unless the patients have clinical findings. Here,

the ultimate question is if routine postoperative CXR follow-up for asymptomatic

COVID patients are unnecessary or not. My opinion is yes. COVID-19 often take drastic

clinical courses. We frequently experience such cases where asymptomatic PCR positive

patients abruptly started presenting dyspnea, desaturation, making us intubate them

within 24 hours. We sometimes cannot save the lives of those patients. In the case series

by Omar et al, none of the three presented dyspnea, making them not perform CXR.

However, it seems dangerous to say that routine CXR on asymptomatic COVID patients

are unnecessary based on the only three cases that happened to be successful. The next

asymptomatic patients may collapse quickly. In addition, many of the patients with

myocardial infarction or acute decompensated heart failure present overlapped

symptoms with COVID pneumonia such as dyspnea, desaturation, pulmonary rales, etc.

Distinguishing etiologies of these symptoms are not always clear-cut. Routine CXR

could be of help to dictate the next action of medical professionals. Therefore, the

clinical viewpoint of this manuscript should be emphasized. Although this manuscript

has some ambiguity regarding their opinions (whether they are for or against CXR) and

rationale (the logical connection between the opinion and the part c was not immediately

understandable), the trend towards undertreatment should be alarmed.
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